Alongaline is a 8-day intensive course to work out concurrent views of today’s urban entanglement. It is all about walking, staying, drawing, meeting, sleeping, partying and much more. Eight different schools propose alternative and mixing design approaches in order to cope with the understanding of the urban way of life.

Alongaline will take place between Rome and Monti Reatini, a territory parallel to the Salaria, a Roman road that connects the core of the city, on the Tyrrhenian coast, to the Adriatic by traversing the mountain range of the Apennines. Urbanisation differently intermingles with the many landscapes that span along this line.

The summer school takes advantage of the multiple points of view and methods offered by the organising schools to grasp the many human and other than human interdependencies that stretches along the line and from there to wider territories and operational landscapes of the planet.

The Summer School is open to 40 participants. A fee of 300€ is required to participate in the Summer School, which includes local accommodation, food, and transportation.

Send your application at info@no-city.org consisting of a short biography of about 250 words no later than May, 31st, 2022.